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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


TECHNICAL FIELD

This document relates generally to neural stimulation and particularly to a system for controlling neural stimulation during disordered breathing.

BACKGROUND

Electrical stimulation of the autonomic nervous system has been applied to modulate various physiologic functions. One example is the modulation of cardiac functions and hemodynamic performance using neural stimulation. The myocardium is innervated with sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. Activities in these nerves, including artificially applied electrical stimuli, modulate the heart rate and contractility (strength of the myocardial contractions). Electrical stimulation applied to the parasympathetic nerves, such as the cardiac branch of the vagus nerve, is known to decrease the heart rate and the contractility, lengthen the systolic phase of a cardiac cycle, and shorten the
diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle. Electrical stimulation applied to the sympathetic nerves is known to have essentially the opposite effects.

The ability of the electrical stimulation of the autonomic nerves in modulating the heart rate and contractility is utilized to treat abnormal cardiac conditions, such as to improve hemodynamic performance for heart failure patients and to control myocardial remodeling and prevent arrhythmias following myocardial infarction. However, the autonomic nervous system regulates functions of many organs of the body. Neural stimulation pulses delivered to the autonomic nervous system to treat a cardiac disorder may unintentionally modulate various other physiologic functions. Therefore, there is a need to prevent or control unintended, potentially adverse effects when neural stimulation is applied to the autonomic nervous system.

SUMMARY

A neural stimulation system controls the delivery of neural stimulation using a respiratory signal as a therapy feedback input. The respiratory signal is used to increase the effectiveness of the neural stimulation, such as vagal nerve stimulation, while decreasing potentially adverse side effects in respiratory functions.

In one embodiment, a neural stimulation system includes a therapy output device, a therapy delivery controller, a respiratory signal input, a respiratory disorder detector, and a therapy adjustment module. The therapy output device delivers one or more therapies and includes a non-respiratory stimulation output circuit to deliver a neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory disorder. The therapy delivery controller controls the delivery of the one or more therapies and includes a non-respiratory stimulation delivery controller to control the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy. The respiratory signal input receives a respiratory signal. The respiratory disorder detector includes an apnea detector to detect apnea using the respiratory signal. The therapy adjustment module adjusts the delivery of at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea.

In one embodiment, a method for neural stimulation is provided. One or more therapies, including a neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory
disorder, are delivered. A respiratory signal is sensed. Apnea is detected using the respiratory signal. The delivery of at least one of the one or more therapies is adjusted in response to the detection of apnea.

This Summary is an overview of some of the teachings of the present application and not intended to be an exclusive or exhaustive treatment of the present subject matter. Further details about the present subject matter are found in the detailed description and appended claims. Other aspects of the invention will be apparent to persons skilled in the art upon reading and understanding the following detailed description and viewing the drawings that form a part thereof. The scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawings illustrate generally, by way of example, various embodiments discussed in the present document. The drawings are for illustrative purposes only and may not be to scale.

FIG. 1 is an illustration of an embodiment of a neural stimulation system and portions of an environment in which the neural stimulation system is used.

FIG. 2 is an illustration of a respiratory signal indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters.

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a delivery of neural stimulation pulses synchronized to respiratory cycles.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory cycle-synchronized neural stimulation system.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a specific embodiment of the respiratory cycle-synchronized neural stimulation system of FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for synchronizing neural stimulation to respiratory cycles.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a specific embodiment of the respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system of FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for adjusting neural stimulation in response to a respiratory disorder.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a specific embodiment of the method for adjusting neural stimulation in response to a respiratory disorder.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory cycle-synchronized respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of another respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a specific embodiment of the respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system of FIG. 12.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for responding to a respiratory disorder during neural stimulation.

FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for controlling a neural stimulation treating a non-respiratory disorder.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following detailed description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration specific embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is to be understood that the embodiments may be combined, or that other embodiments may be utilized and that structural, logical and electrical changes may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. References to "an", "one", or "various" embodiments in this disclosure are not necessarily to the same embodiment, and such references contemplate more than one embodiment. The following detailed description provides examples, and the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents.

The relationship between a respiratory rate and a respiratory cycle length (also known as breathing interval), as used in this document, is the relationship between a frequency and its corresponding period. If a respiratory rate is given in breaths per minute, its corresponding respiratory cycle length in seconds is calculated by dividing 60 by the respiratory rate (where 60 is the number of
seconds in a minute). Any process, such as a comparison, using a respiratory rate is to be modified accordingly when a respiratory cycle length is used instead. For example, if a low respiratory rate is detected when the respiratory rate falls below a threshold rate, an equivalent process is to detect the low respiratory rate when the respiratory cycle length exceeds a corresponding threshold interval. The appended claims should be construed to cover such variations.

This document discusses a neural stimulation system that synchronizes delivery of neural stimulation to respiratory cycles and/or adjusts delivery of neural stimulation in response to detection of a respiratory disorder (disordered breathing) such as apnea, hypopnea, or dyspnea. In one embodiment, the neural stimulation system delivers neural stimulation to autonomic nerves such as the vagus nerve of the parasympathetic nervous system. The stimulation of the vagus nerve is referred to as vagal nerve stimulation or vagal nerve modulation.

Vagal nerve stimulation may be applied to treat heart diseases, hypertension, inflammatory disease, epilepsy, diabetes, depression, and other ailments. However, vagal nerve stimulation may also cause undesirable effects in respiration such as reduced respiratory rate and reduced tidal volume, and worsen the condition of a patient who already suffers from a respiratory disorder. Therefore, respiratory disorders such as apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea have been contraindication for vagal nerve stimulation. In one embodiment, the neural stimulation system senses a respiratory signal indicative of respiratory cycles and synchronizes the delivery of neural stimulation to the respiratory cycles. This provides an inherent negative feedback that reduces the intensity of neural stimulation when the respiratory rate decreases. In another embodiment, the neural stimulation system detects respiratory disorders such as apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea. If such a respiratory disorder is detected, the delivery of neural stimulation is adjusted to reduce the intensity of stimulation, suspend the stimulation, or apply a respiratory therapy using neural stimulation or other means to treat the detected respiratory disorder. In other embodiments, the neural stimulation system also delivers neural stimulation to the sympathetic system.
While vagal nerve stimulation is discussed as a specific example of neural stimulation, the present subject matter is applicable to any neural stimulation that affects respiration. While delivery of "neural stimulation pulses" to the nervous system is discussed as a specific example of neural stimulation, the present subject matter is applicable to stimulation of the nervous system using various energy forms and various signal morphologies. In one embodiment, the neural stimulation includes delivery of electrical pulses to the nervous system to artificially elicit action potentials in the nervous system. In other embodiments, the neural stimulation includes delivery of any form of energy that is capable of eliciting or modulating neural activities in the nervous system, such as electrical, mechanical, thermal, optical, chemical, and biological energies.

FIG. 1 is an illustration of an embodiment of a neural stimulation system 100 and portions of an environment in which system 100 is used. System 100 includes implantable medical device 110 that delivers neural stimulation pulses through leads 106 and 108, an external system 120, and a telemetry link 125 providing for communication between implantable medical device 110 and external system 120. For illustrative purposes only, FIG. 1 shows that lead 106 includes an electrode 107 coupled to a nerve 102 of the sympathetic nervous system, and lead 108 includes an electrode 109 coupled a nerve 104 of the parasympathetic nervous system. Nerves 102 and 104 innervate a heart 101. In various embodiments, implantable medical device 110 provides neural stimulation to any one or more nerves through one or more leads for modulating one or more functions of the circulatory system including heart 101. Such leads include implantable neural leads each including at least one electrode for sensing neural activities and/or delivering neural stimulation pulses. One example of such an electrode includes a cuff electrode for placement around the vagus nerve.

Implantable medical device 110 delivers the neural stimulation pulses and includes a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130. Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 controls the delivery of neural stimulation pulses using indications of respiratory cycles and functions extracted from a respiratory signal. In one embodiment, respiration-controlled neural
stimulation circuit 130 detects a predetermined type respiratory fiducial point from each respiratory cycle and synchronizes the delivery of neural stimulation pulses to that respiratory fiducial point. In another embodiment, respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 detects predetermined type respiratory disorders and suspends or adjusts the delivery of neural stimulation pulses upon detection of a respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, implantable medical device 110 is capable of monitoring physiologic signals and/or delivering therapies in addition to the neural stimulation. Examples of such additional therapies include cardiac pacing therapy, cardioversion/defibrillation therapy, cardiac resynchronization therapy, cardiac remodeling control therapy, drug therapy, cell therapy, and gene therapy. In various embodiments, implantable medical device 110 delivers the neural stimulation in coordination with one or more such additional therapies.

External system 120 provides for control of and communication with implantable medical device 110 by a physician or other caregiver. In one embodiment, external system 120 includes a programmer. In another embodiment, external system 120 is a patient management system including an external device communicating with implantable medical device 110 via telemetry link 125, a remote device in a remote location, and a telecommunication network linking the external device and the remote device. The patient management system allows access to implantable medical device 110 from the remote location, for purposes such as monitoring patient status and adjusting therapies. In one embodiment, telemetry link 125 is an inductive telemetry link. In an alternative embodiment, telemetry link 125 is a far-field radio-frequency (RF) telemetry link. Telemetry link 125 provides for data transmission from implantable medical device 110 to external system 120. This includes, for example, transmitting real-time physiologic data acquired by implantable medical device 110, extracting physiologic data acquired by and stored in implantable medical device 110, extracting patient history data such as occurrences of arrhythmias and therapy deliveries recorded in implantable medical device 110, and/or extracting data indicating an operational status of implantable medical device 110 (e.g., battery status and lead impedance). Telemetry link 125 also provides for data transmission from external system 120.
to implantable medical device 110. This includes, for example, programming implantable medical device 110 to acquire physiologic data, programming implantable medical device 110 to perform at least one self-diagnostic test (such as for a device operational status), programming implantable medical device 110 to deliver one or more therapies and/or to adjust the delivery of one or more therapies, and/or transmitting externally acquired physiologic and/or other patient data for used by implantable medical device 110 to control the one or more therapies.

FIG. 2 is an illustration of a respiratory signal indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters including respiratory cycle length, inspiration period, expiration period, non-breathing period, and tidal volume. The inspiration period starts at the onset of the inspiration phase of a respiratory cycle, when the amplitude of the respiratory signal rises above an inspiration threshold, and ends at the onset of the expiration phase of the respiratory cycle, when the amplitude of the respiratory cycle peaks. The expiration period starts at the onset of the expiration phase and ends when the amplitude of the respiratory signal falls below an expiration threshold. The non-breathing period is the time interval between the end of the expiration phase and the beginning of the next inspiration phase. The tidal volume is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the respiratory signal.

The respiratory signal is a physiologic signal indicative of respiratory activities. In various embodiments, the respiratory signal includes any physiology signal that is modulated by respiration. In one embodiment, the respiratory signal is a transthoracic impedance signal sensed by an implantable impedance sensor. In another embodiment, the respiratory signal is extracted from a blood pressure signal that is sensed by an implantable pressure sensor and includes a respiratory component. In another embodiment, the respiratory signal is sensed by an external sensor that senses a signal indicative of chest movement or lung volume.

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a delivery of neural stimulation pulses synchronized to respiratory cycles. In the illustrated embodiment, peaks 320 of a respiratory signal 300 are detected as the respiratory fiducial points. A delay interval 330 starts upon the detection of each of peaks 320. A burst of neural
stimulation pulses 310 is delivered to a nerve such as the vagus nerve when
delay interval 330 expires. In various other embodiments, onset points of the
inspiration phases, ending points of the expiration phases, or other threshold-
crossing points are detected as the respiratory fiducial points.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory
cycle-synchronized neural stimulation system 440. System 440 includes a
respiratory sensor 426, a sensor processing circuit 428, and respiration-
controlled neural stimulation circuit 430.

Respiratory sensor 426 senses a physiologic signal indicative of the
respiratory cycles and the respiratory parameters. In one embodiment,
respiratory sensor 426 includes an implantable sensor incorporated into
implantable medical device 110. In a specific embodiment, respiratory sensor
426 is an impedance sensor that senses a transthoracic impedance signal
indicative of respiration. In another embodiment, respiratory sensor 426
includes an implantable sensor or a portion thereof. The implantable sensor is
communicatively coupled to the implantable medical device via one or more
leads or via telemetry. In a specific embodiment, respiratory sensor 426 is an
implantable pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) sensor or a portion thereof. The
implantable PAP sensor communicates with implantable medical device 100 via
RF or ultrasonic telemetry. An example of the implantable PAP sensor is
discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/249,624, entitled "METHOD
AND APPARATUS FOR PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE SIGNAL
ISOLATION", filed on October 13, 2005, assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc.,
which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In another embodiment,
respiratory sensor 426 includes an external sensor that senses the expansion and
contraction of the chest or a portion thereof. The external sensor communicates
with implantable medical device 100 via RF or ultrasonic telemetry.

Sensor processing circuit 428 produces the respiratory signal using the
physiologic signal. The respiratory signal is indicative of respiratory cycles and
respiratory parameters including one or more of respiratory cycle length,
inpiration period, expiration period, non-breathing period, tidal volume, and
minute ventilation. In one embodiment, sensor processing circuit 428 removes
unwanted components of the physiologic signal to isolate the respiratory
components of the physiologic signal. One example includes isolating the respiratory components of a PAP signal, which is discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/249,624. In one embodiment, sensor processing circuit 428 extracts one or more of the respiratory parameters. In one embodiment, sensor processing circuit 428 and respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 430 are both housed in implantable medical device 110. In another embodiment, sensor processing circuit 428 is part of an implantable or external sensor that includes respiratory sensor 426.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 430 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 and includes a stimulation output circuit 432 and a controller 434. Stimulation output circuit 432 delivers neural stimulation pulses via electrodes such as electrodes 107 and 109. Controller 434 includes a respiratory signal input 436, a synchronization module 438, and a stimulation delivery controller 446. Respiratory signal input 436 receives the respiratory signal indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters. Synchronization module 438 synchronizes the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses to the respiratory cycles and includes a respiratory fiducial point detector 442 and a delay timer 444. Respiratory fiducial point detector 442 detects predetermined-type respiratory fiducial points in the respiratory signal. Delay timer 444 times a delay interval starting with each of the detected respiratory fiducial points. Stimulation delivery controller 446 causes stimulation output circuit 432 to deliver a burst of the neural stimulation pulses when the delay interval expires.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory cycle-synchronized neural stimulation system 540, which is a specific embodiment of respiratory cycle-synchronized neural stimulation system 440. System 540 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 530.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 530 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 430 and includes stimulation output circuit 432, a sensing circuit 550, and a controller 534. Sensing circuit 550 senses one or more neural signals using electrodes such as electrodes 107 and 109. Controller 534 includes respiratory signal input 436, a
synchronization module 538, and a stimulation delivery controller 546. Synchronization module 538 synchronizes the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses to the respiratory cycles. Such synchronization between respiratory cycles and neural stimulation provides a negative feedback to mitigate undesirable effects such as abnormally long respiratory cycle lengths caused by the neural stimulation. In one embodiment, the synchronization between respiratory cycles and neural stimulation allows the neural stimulation to mimic the natural heart rate modulation by the respiration where the heart rate increases during the inspiration phase and decreases during the expiration phase. In a further embodiment, in addition to synchronizing neural stimulation to respiratory cycles, synchronization module 538 also synchronizes the neural stimulation to cardiac cycles and/or circadian cycles. Synchronization module 538 includes a peak detector 542, a delay timer 544, and a delay generator 548. Peak detector 542 is a specific embodiment of respiratory fiducial point detector 442 and detects high or low peaks of the respiratory signal. In one embodiment, peak detector 542 detects high peaks illustrated in FIG. 3 as peaks 320. Delay timer 544 times the delay interval that starts with the detected peaks. In one embodiment, the delay interval is programmable between approximately 0 and 5 seconds. In another embodiment, delay generator 548 adjusts the delay interval using the respiratory signal. In a specific embodiment, delay generator 548 calculates the delay interval as a function of the respiratory cycle length.

Stimulation delivery controller 546 is a specific embodiment of stimulation delivery controller 446 and controls the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses by executing a stimulation algorithm including a set of stimulation parameters. In various embodiments, the stimulation parameters include pulse amplitude, pulse width, stimulation frequency or inter-pulse interval, number of pulses per burst, and stimulation sites. Stimulation delivery controller 546 causes stimulation output circuit 432 to deliver a burst of the neural stimulation pulses when the delay interval expires.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method 600 for synchronizing neural stimulation to respiratory cycles. In one embodiment, method 600 is performed by respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 430 or 530.
A respiratory signal is received at 610. The respiratory signal is indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters. Examples of the respiratory parameters include the respiratory cycle length, the inspiration period, the expiration period, the non-breathing interval, the tidal volume, and the minute ventilation. In various embodiments, the respiratory signal is, or is derived from, a physiologic signal indicative of the respiratory cycles and the respiratory parameters. Examples of the physiologic signal include a transthoracic impedance signal and blood pressure signals such as a PAP signal.

A respiratory fiducial point is detected from the respiratory signal at 620. Examples of the respiratory fiducial point include high or low peaks of the respiratory signal and threshold-crossing points in the respiratory signal.

A delay interval is started at 630, when the respiratory fiducial point is detected. In one embodiment, the delay interval is programmable between approximately 0 and 5 seconds. In another embodiment, the delay interval is adjusted using the respiratory signal. In a specific embodiment, the delay interval is calculated as a function of the respiratory cycle length and/or one or more other respiratory parameters extracted from the respiratory signal.

A burst of neural stimulation pulses is delivered when the delay interval expires at 640. In various embodiments, the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses is controlled by executing a stimulation algorithm including a set of stimulation parameters such as one or more of pulse amplitude, pulse width, stimulation frequency or inter-pulse interval, number of pulses per burst, and stimulation sites.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 740. System 740 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 730.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 730 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 and includes stimulation output circuit 432 and a controller 760. Controller 760 includes respiratory signal input 436, a respiratory disorder detector 752, a stimulation adjustment module 754, and a stimulation delivery controller 756. Respiratory disorder detector 752 detects predetermined-type respiratory disorders using the
respiratory signal received by respiratory signal input 436. Stimulation adjustment module 754 adjusts the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses in response to the detection of each of the respiratory disorders. In one embodiment, stimulation adjustment module 754 stops the execution of a stimulation algorithm in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder. Stimulation delivery controller 756 controls the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses by executing one or more stimulation algorithms.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 840, which is a specific embodiment of respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 740. System 840 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, a physiologic sensor 870, another sensor processing circuit 872, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 830.

Physiologic sensor 870 senses one or more physiologic signals in addition to the physiologic signal sensed by respiratory sensor 426 and the one or more neural signals sensed by sensing circuit 550. In various embodiments, physiologic sensor 870 senses one or more of cardiac signals, signals indicative of heart sounds, cardiac and/or transthoracic impedance signals, and signals indicative of blood oxygen level. Sensor processing circuit 872 processes the one or more physiologic signals sensed by physiologic sensor 870 for use by respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 830 in controlling the neural stimulation. In various embodiments, physiologic sensor 870 or portions of physiologic sensor 870 are included in implantable medical device 110 or communicatively coupled to implantable medical device 110 via one or more leads or telemetry. In various embodiments, sensor processing circuit 872 or portions sensor processing circuit 872 are included in implantable medical device 110 or communicatively coupled to implantable medical device 110 via one or more leads or telemetry.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 830 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 and includes stimulation output circuit 432, sensing circuit 550, and a controller 860. Controller 860 is a specific embodiment of controller 760 and includes respiratory signal input 436, a respiratory disorder detector 852, a physiologic
signal input 876, a physiologic event detector 874, a stimulation adjustment module 854, and a stimulation delivery controller 856.

Respiratory disorder detector 852 detects one or more respiratory disorders using the respiratory signal. In the illustrated embodiment, respiratory disorder detector 852 includes an apnea detector 862, a hypopnea detector 864, and a dyspnea detector 866. In various other embodiments, respiratory disorder detector 852 includes any one or more of apnea detector 862, hypopnea detector 864, and dyspnea detector 866. In various embodiments, respiratory disorder detector 852 also detects abnormal values of one or more respiratory parameters, such as a low respiratory rate when the respiratory rate is below a threshold rate, a low tidal volume when the tidal volume is below a detection threshold volume, and a low minute ventilation when the minute ventilation is below a detection threshold value.

Apnea is characterized by abnormally long non-breathing periods. Apnea detector 862 detects apnea by comparing the non-breathing period to a detection threshold period. Apnea is detected when the non-breathing period exceeds the detection threshold period. Hypopnea is characterized by abnormally shallow breathing, i.e., low tidal volume. Hypopnea detector 864 detects hypopnea by comparing the tidal volume to a detection threshold volume. Hypopnea is detected when the tidal volume is below the detection threshold volume. In one embodiment, the tidal volume is an average tidal volume over a predetermined time interval or a predetermined number of respiratory cycles. Dyspnea is characterized by rapid shallow breathing, i.e., high respiratory rate-to-tidal volume ratio. Dyspnea detector 866 detects dyspnea by comparing the ratio of the respiratory rate to the tidal volume to a detection threshold ratio. Dyspnea is detected when the ratio exceeds the threshold ratio. In various embodiments, the threshold period, the detection threshold volume, and/or the threshold ratio are empirically established. An example of apnea and hypopnea detection using a respiratory signal such as a transthoracic impedance signal is discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/309,770, entitled "DETECTION OF DISORDERED BREATHING," filed on December 4, 2002, assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. An example of dyspnea detection using a
respiratory signal such as a transthoracic impedance signal is discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/229,316, entitled "RAPID SHALLOW BREATHING DETECTION FOR USE IN CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE STATUS DETERMINATION," filed on September 16, 2005, assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

Physiologic signal input 876 receives the one or more physiologic signals sensed by physiologic sensor 870 and processed by sensor processing circuit 872. Physiologic event detector 874 detects one or more physiologic events from the one or more physiologic signals. In various embodiments, physiologic event detector 874 detects one or more of changes in cardiac signal morphology, changes in heart sound waveform morphology, changes in impedance signal morphology, and changes in blood oxygen saturation.

Stimulation adjustment module 854 adjusts the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses in response to at least the detection of a respiratory disorder by respiratory disorder detector 852. In one embodiment, stimulation adjustment module 854 adjusts the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder by respiratory disorder detector 852 and the detection of a physiologic event by physiologic event detector 874.

Stimulation delivery controller 856 controls the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses by executing one or more stimulation algorithms. Stimulation adjustment module 854 includes a stimulation switch 868. Stimulation switch 868 stops executing a first stimulation algorithm in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder such as apnea, hypopnea, or dyspnea. For example, the first stimulation algorithm is executed to treat a cardiac condition by vagal nerve stimulation. If apnea, hypopnea, or dyspnea is detected, the vagal nerve stimulation is to be stopped to avoid the worsening of the condition due to the vagal nerve stimulation designed for treating the cardiac condition. In one embodiment, stimulation switch 868 resumes the execution of the first stimulation algorithm after a predetermined suspension period. In another embodiment, stimulation switch 868 resumes the execution of the first stimulation algorithm when the respiratory disorder is no longer detected. In another embodiment, stimulation switch 868 resumes the execution of the first
stimulation algorithm after a predetermined suspension period. In another embodiment, stimulation switch 868 resumes the execution of the first stimulation algorithm in response to a stimulation command issued by a user such as a physician using external system 120. In one embodiment, in addition to stopping the execution of the first stimulation algorithm, stimulation switch 868 starts executing a second stimulation algorithm in response to the detection of the respiratory disorder. In a specific embodiment, the second stimulation algorithm provides lower stimulation intensity when compared to the first stimulation algorithm. Switching from the first stimulation algorithm to the second stimulation algorithm lowers the stimulation pulse amplitude, shortens stimulation pulse width, lowers the stimulation frequency, reduces the number of pulses per burst, and/or changes stimulation sites. In another specific embodiment, the first stimulation algorithm is used to treat a non-respiratory disorder such as a cardiac disorder, and the second stimulation algorithm is used to treat the detected respiratory disorder, such as apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea. Switching from the first stimulation algorithm to the second stimulation algorithm switches the treatment for the non-respiratory disorder to the treatment for the respiratory disorder. In another specific embodiment, the first stimulation algorithm is used to treat the non-respiratory disorder, and the second stimulation algorithm is used to treat the detected respiratory disorder in addition to treating the non-respiratory disorder. Switching from the first stimulation algorithm to the second stimulation algorithm switches the treatment for the non-respiratory disorder to the treatment for both the respiratory disorder and the non-respiratory disorder.

In one embodiment, the "respiratory disorder" discussed in this document refers to a respiratory disorder associated with sleep (i.e., sleep disordered breathing, such as sleep apnea, sleep hypopnea, or sleep dyspnea). The one or more physiologic signals indicate whether a patient is sleeping. For example, physiologic sensor 870 includes an activity sensor, a posture sensor, and/or one or more other sensors that senses a signal being a factor indicating sleeping. Physiologic event detector 874 detects sleeping based on the one or more physiologic signals and produces a sleeping signal indicating whether the patient is sleeping. In one embodiment, physiologic event detector 874 detects sleeping
based on the one or more physiologic signals and the time of the day. 
Respiratory disorder detector 852 detects such one or more respiratory disorders 
when the sleeping signal is present. Stimulation adjustment module 854 adjusts 
the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses in response to at least one 
respiratory disorder detected during sleep. In other embodiments, the 
"respiratory disorder" discussed in this document includes a respiratory disorder 
that occurs while the patient is awake or sleep. 

In one embodiment, the "respiratory disorder" discussed in this document 
refers to a respiratory disorder induced by neural stimulation. A patient may 
have one or more respiratory disorders that are unrelated to the vagal nerve 
stimulation. The respiratory disorder induced by neural stimulation includes a 
respiratory disorder that is caused or worsened by the vagal nerve stimulation. 
In one embodiment, the one or more physiologic signals sensed by physiologic 
sensor 870 indicate whether a respiratory disorder is induced by the vagal nerve 
stimulation. For example, because speech may interfere with the detection of the 
one or more respiratory disorders, physiologic sensor 870 includes an 
accelerometer or microphone to detect a signal indicative of speech. Physiologic 
event detector 874 detects speech using the signal and produces a speech signal 
indicating-whether the patient is talking. Respiratory disorder detector 852 
detects one or more respiratory disorders when the speech signal is not present. 
In another example, respiratory disorder detector 852 detects the one or more 
respiratory disorders using the respiratory signal sensed during the vagal nerve 
stimulation-and stored baseline respiratory parameters. The baseline respiratory 
parameters are produced from the respiratory signal sensed while the vagal nerve 
stimulation is not delivered. Respiratory disorder detector 852 uses the baseline 
respiratory parameters to isolate the effect of the vagal nerve stimulation in the 
respiratory signal for the detection of the one or more respiratory disorders. In 
various embodiments, respiratory disorder detector 852 detects one or more 
respiratory disorders induced by vagal nerve stimulation using the respiratory 
signal and other signals such as a signal indicative of whether the vagal nerve 
stimulation is being delivered, a signal indicative of time of the day, and one or 
more physiologic signals allowing for determination of whether a respiratory 
disorder is caused or worsened by the vagal nerve stimulation. Stimulation
adjustment module 854 adjusts the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses in response to at least one respiratory disorder induced by the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses.

FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method 900 for adjusting neural stimulation in response to a respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, method 900 is performed by respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 730 or 830.

The neural stimulation is controlled by using a plurality of stimulation parameters at 910. The neural stimulation is delivered to treat a non-respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, neural stimulation is delivered to treat a cardiac condition, such as to treat heart failure or to control cardiac remodeling.

A respiratory signal is received at 920. The respiratory signal is indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters. Examples of the respiratory parameters include the respiratory cycle length, the inspiration period, the expiration period, the non-breathing period, the tidal volume, and the minute ventilation. In various embodiments, the respiratory signal is, or is derived from, a physiologic signal indicative of the respiratory cycles and the respiratory parameters. Examples of the physiologic signal include a transthoracic impedance signal and blood pressure signals such as a PAP signal.

A respiratory disorder is being detected at 930. Examples of the respiratory disorder include abnormal respiratory parameter values such as low respiratory rate, low tidal volume, and low minute ventilation, apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea. Apnea is detected when the non-breathing period exceeds a detection threshold period. Hypopnea is detected when the tidal volume is below a detection threshold volume. Dyspnea is detected when the ratio of the respiratory rate to the tidal volume exceeds a detection threshold ratio.

If the respiratory disorder is detected at 935, the neural stimulation is adjusted by adjusting one or more of the stimulation parameters at 940. The neural stimulation is adjusted to terminate or mitigate the detected respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, the neural stimulation is adjusted to decrease the intensity of the stimulation. In another embodiment, the neural stimulation is suspended for a predetermined period of time or until the respiratory disorder is
no longer detected. In another embodiment, the neural stimulation is adjusted to treat the detected respiratory disorder.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method 1000 for adjusting neural stimulation in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder. Method 1000 is a specific embodiment of method 900. In one embodiment, method 1000 is performed by respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 730 or 830.

The neural stimulation is controlled by executing a first stimulation algorithm at 1010. In one embodiment, the first stimulation algorithm is designed to treat a cardiac condition, such as heart failure.

A respiratory signal is received at 1020. The respiratory signal is indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters. Examples of the respiratory parameters include the respiratory cycle length, the inspiration period, the expiration period, the non-breathing period, the tidal volume, and the minute ventilation. In various embodiments, the respiratory signal is, or is derived from, a physiologic signal indicative of the respiratory cycles and the respiratory parameters. Examples of the physiologic signal include a transthoracic impedance signal and blood pressure signals such as a PAP signal.

A respiratory disorder is being detected at 1030. Examples of the respiratory disorder include abnormal respiratory parameter values such as low respiratory rate, low tidal volume, and low minute ventilation, apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea. Apnea is detected when the non-breathing period exceeds a detection threshold period. Hypopnea is detected when the tidal volume is below a detection threshold volume. Dyspnea is detected when the ratio of the respiratory rate to the tidal volume exceeds a detection threshold ratio.

If the respiratory disorder is detected at 1035, the execution of the first stimulation algorithm is stopped at 1040. Whether to execute a second stimulation algorithm is determined at 1050. If the second stimulation algorithm is determined to be executed at 1055, the neural stimulation is controlled by executing the second stimulation algorithm at 1070. In one embodiment, the second stimulation algorithm is selected to lower the stimulation intensity provided by the first stimulation algorithm. In another embodiment, the second
stimulation algorithm is selected to treat the detected respiratory disorder, such as apnea, hypopnea, or dyspnea.

If the second stimulation algorithm is determined not to be executed at 1055, whether to resume the execution of the first stimulation algorithm is determined at 1060. During or after the execution of the second stimulation algorithm, whether to resume the execution of the first stimulation algorithm is also determined at 1060. If the execution of the first stimulation algorithm is resumed at 1065, the neural stimulation is again controlled by executing a first stimulation algorithm at 1010. In one embodiment, the execution the first stimulation algorithm is to be resumed after a predetermined suspension period. In another embodiment, the execution the first stimulation algorithm is to be resumed when the respiratory disorder is no longer detected. In another embodiment, the execution the first stimulation algorithm is to be resumed in response to a stimulation command issued by a user such as a physician.

In one embodiment, in addition to the response to the detection of the respiratory disorder, the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses is adjusted in response to the detection of a physiologic event. Examples of such a physiologic event include changes in cardiac signal morphology, changes in heart sound waveform morphology, changes in impedance signal morphology, and changes in blood oxygen saturation.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory cycle-synchronized respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 1140. System 1140 represents a combination of systems 440 or 540 and systems 740 or 840. In the illustrated embodiment, system 1140 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1130. In various specific embodiments, system 1140 may include any combination of components of systems 440, 540, 740, and 840 as discussed above.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1130 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 and includes stimulation output circuit 432 and a controller 1180. Controller 1180 includes respiratory signal input 436, respiratory disorder detector 752, stimulation adjustment module 754, synchronization module 438, and stimulation delivery
controller 1182. Stimulation delivery controller 1182 controls the delivery of the neural stimulation pulses from stimulation output circuit 432 by synchronizing the delivery to the respiratory cycles, as controlled by synchronization module 438, and by responding to the detection of each respiratory disorder, as controlled by stimulation adjustment module 754.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 1240. System 1240 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1230.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1230 is another specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 130 and includes a therapy output device 1284 and a controller 1286. Therapy output device 1284 delivers one or more therapies including a neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory disorder. Controller 1286 includes respiratory signal input 436, respiratory disorder detector 752, a therapy adjustment module 1288, and a therapy delivery controller 1290. Therapy adjustment module 1288 adjusts delivery of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder by respiratory disorder detector 752. Therapy delivery controller 1290 controls the delivery of the one or more therapies using parameters set and adjusted by therapy adjustment module 1288.

In one embodiment, system 1240 provides for one or more neural stimulation therapies that include at least one neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory disorder. When the respiratory disorder is detected, system 1240 starts a neural stimulation therapy treating the detected respiratory disorder and/or adjusts the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder. When a respiratory disorder such as apnea is detected, the neural stimulation therapy is suspended or adjusted for a lower intensity, or a separate neural stimulation therapy is delivered to treat the detected respiratory disorder. In another embodiment, system 1240 provides the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder and another therapy treating the detected respiratory disorder. When the respiratory disorder is detected, system 1240 starts the other therapy treating the detected respiratory disorder and/or adjusts the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder.
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 1340, which is a specific embodiment of respiratory disorder-responsive neural stimulation system 1240. System 1340 includes respiratory sensor 426, sensor processing circuit 428, and a respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1330.

Respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1330 is a specific embodiment of respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1230 and includes a therapy output device 1384 and a controller 1386. Therapy output device 1384 includes a non-respiratory stimulation output circuit 1332 and a respiratory therapy output device 1396. Non-respiratory stimulation output circuit 1332 delivers the neural stimulation therapy through electrodes or transducer(s) to treat a non-respiratory disorder, such as a cardiac disorder. Respiratory therapy output device 1396 delivers a respiratory therapy that treats the detected respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, respiratory therapy output device 1396 delivers another neural stimulation therapy through electrodes or transducer(s) to treat the respiratory disorder, such as by stimulating different nerves or nerve branches. Examples of treating respiratory disorders using neural stimulation are discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/151,122, entitled "SYSTEM FOR NEURAL CONTROL OF RESPIRATION," filed on June 13, 2005 and U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/320,500, entitled "NEURAL STIMULATOR TO TREAT SLEEP DISORDERED BREATHING," filed on December 28, 2005, both assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., which are incorporated by reference herein in their entirety. In another embodiment, respiratory therapy output device 1396 delivers a therapy treating the respiratory disorder that is other than a neural stimulation therapy. Examples of such therapies treating the respiratory disorder include cardiac pacing therapies and an external pressure therapy. An example of treating respiratory disorders using cardiac pacing is discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/798,794, entitled "RATE REGULARIZATION OF CARDIAC PACING FOR DISORDERED BREATHING THERAPY," filed on March 11, 2004, assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. An example of treating respiratory disorders using an external pressure therapy, delivered by a continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP) device controlled by an implantable medical device, is discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/930,979, entitled "coordinated use of respiratory and cardiac therapies for sleep disordered breathing," filed on August 31, 2004, assigned to Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

Controller 1386 includes respiratory signal input 436, respiratory disorder detector 752, a therapy adjustment module 1388, and a therapy delivery controller 1390. Therapy adjustment module 1388 includes a non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 and a respiratory therapy adjustment module 1392 to provide for a coordinated response to each detection of the respiratory disorder by respiratory disorder detector 752. In one embodiment, in response to the detection of the respiratory disorder, respiratory therapy adjustment module 1392 starts the delivery of the respiratory therapy that treats the detected respiratory disorder. If the respiratory disorder is terminated or mitigated to a tolerable degree in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy, non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 does not adjust the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder. If the respiratory disorder is not terminated or mitigated to the tolerable degree in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy, non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 stops the delivery, or reduces the intensity, of the stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder. In another embodiment, in response to the detection of the respiratory disorder, respiratory therapy adjustment module 1392 starts the delivery of the respiratory therapy that treats the detected respiratory disorder, and non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 stops the delivery, or reduces the intensity, of the stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder. Non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 resumes the normal delivery of the stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder after a predetermined time interval or when the respiratory disorder is no longer detected by respiratory disorder detector 752, such as by restoring stimulation parameters to those used prior to the detection of the respiratory disorder. Therapy delivery controller 1390 includes a non-respiratory stimulation delivery controller 1356 and a respiratory therapy delivery controller 1394. Non-respiratory stimulation
delivery controller 1356 controls the delivery of the stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder using stimulation parameters set and adjusted by non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354. Respiratory therapy delivery controller 1394 controls the delivery of the respiratory therapy treating the detected respiratory disorder using therapy (neural or cardiac stimulation, or other types of therapy) parameters set and adjusted by respiratory therapy adjustment module 1392.

In one embodiment, system 1340 allows for a neural stimulation therapy to be applied to a patient who is otherwise contraindicated for that neural stimulation therapy. For example, vagal nerve stimulation is known to improve hemodynamic performance and/or controlling ventricular remodeling in heart failure patients. However, a substantial percentage of heart failure patients also suffer apnea, and the vagal nerve stimulation may worsen that abnormal respiratory condition. System 1340 potentially allows application of vagal nerve stimulation to these heart failure patients while monitoring or treating the apnea, thereby removing apnea as a contraindication for vagal nerve stimulation. In this embodiment, respiratory disorder detector 752 includes at least apnea detector 862. In a specific embodiment, in addition to responding to the detection of apnea, non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 provides feedback control of the vagal nerve stimulation improving hemodynamics and/or controlling ventricular remodeling using a non-respiratory physiological parameter as an input. The feedback control functions to maintain the non-respiratory physiological parameter within a target range. For example, non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354 receives cardiac parameters such as the patient’s heart rate or heart rate variability and adjusts the intensity of the vagal nerve stimulation to maintain the heart rate or heart rate variability within a target range.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method 1400 for adjusting neural stimulation in response to the detection of a respiratory disorder. The neural stimulation is a therapy for treating a non-respiratory disorder, such as heart failure. In one embodiment, method 1400 is performed by respiration-controlled neural stimulation circuit 1230 or 1330.
The neural stimulation is controlled by using stimulation parameters at 1410. In one embodiment, the stimulation parameters are selected for treating a cardiac condition, such as to improve hemodynamic performance or control ventricular remodeling in a heart failure patient. A specific embodiment of step 1410 is discussed below, with reference to FIG. 15.

A respiratory signal is received at 1420. The respiratory signal is indicative of respiratory cycles and respiratory parameters. Examples of the respiratory parameters include the respiratory cycle length, the inspiration period, the expiration period, the non-breathing period, the tidal volume, and the minute ventilation. In various embodiments, the respiratory signal is, or is derived from, a physiologic signal indicative of the respiratory cycles and the respiratory parameters. Examples of the physiologic signal include a transthoracic impedance signal and blood pressure signals such as a PAP signal.

A respiratory disorder is being detected at 1430. Examples of the respiratory disorder include abnormal respiratory parameter values such as low respiratory rate, low tidal volume, and low minute ventilation, apnea, hypopnea, and dyspnea. In one embodiment, apnea is detected while the neural stimulation is applied to the heart failure patient.

If the respiratory disorder is detected at 1435, a respiratory therapy is delivered at 1440, to treat the detected respiratory disorder. In one embodiment, the respiratory therapy includes another neural stimulation therapy which uses stimulation parameters selected to treat the detected respiratory disorder. In another embodiment, the respiratory therapy includes one or more therapies other than neural stimulation.

Whether the detected respiratory disorder is mitigated is determined at 1450 by comparing a respiratory parameter to a mitigation threshold. The detected respiratory disorder is considered "mitigated" when its degree is reduced to a tolerable degree at which the detected respiratory disorder is considered not to be harmful to the patient. In various embodiments, the respiratory disorder is detected by comparing the respiratory parameter to a detection threshold, and whether the detected respiratory disorder is mitigated is determined by comparing the respiratory parameter to the mitigation threshold. In one embodiment, the detection threshold and the mitigation threshold are
equal. In another embodiment, the detection threshold and the mitigation threshold are substantially different. For example, apnea is detected when the non-breathing period exceeds a detection threshold period, and is determined to be mitigated when the non-breathing period falls below a mitigation threshold period. Hypopnea is detected when the tidal volume is below a detection threshold volume, and is determined to be mitigated when the tidal volume rises above a mitigation threshold volume. Dyspnea is detected when the ratio of the respiratory rate to the tidal volume exceeds a detection threshold ratio, and is determined to be mitigated when that ratio falls below a mitigation threshold ratio.

If it is determined that the detected respiratory disorder has been mitigated at 1455, the neural stimulation is continued to be controlled at 1410 without adjusting the stimulation parameters selected to treat the non-respiratory disorder. If it is determined that the detected respiratory disorder has not been mitigated at 1455, the stimulation parameters are adjusted at 1460 for lowering the intensity, or stopping the delivery, of the neural stimulation for treating the non-respiratory disorder.

FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method 1500 for controlling the neural stimulation treating the non-respiratory disorder. Method 1500 represents a specific embodiment of step 1410 of method 1400. In one embodiment, method 1500 is performed by non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module 1354.

Method 1500 provides for feedback control of the neural stimulation treating the non-respiratory disorder. The neural stimulation is delivered at 1510, using the stimulation parameters selected to treat the non-respiratory disorder. A non-respiratory response to the neural stimulation is monitored at 1520. If the non-respiratory response is within a target range at 1525, the neural stimulation is continued to be delivered at 1510, without adjusting the stimulation parameters. If the non-respiratory response is not within a target range at 1525, the stimulation parameters are adjusted at 1530, and the neural stimulation is continued to be delivered at 1510 using the adjusted stimulation parameters. In one embodiment, the non-respiratory response is measured by a non-respiratory physiological parameter. For example, for a neural stimulation
therapy treating a cardiac disorder, method 1500 is applied to maintain one or more of cardiac parameters such as heart rate, heart rate variability, and blood pressure each within its target range.

With step 1410 performed using method 1500, method 1400 allows the neural stimulation to be adjusted for both treatment of the non-respiratory disorder while limiting potential harm associated with an adverse side effect of the neural stimulation. For example, for a heart failure patient, method 1400 allows the neural stimulation to be adjusted for maintaining a parameter such as heart rate, heart rate variability, or blood pressure within its predetermined target range without causing or worsening a sustained apnea.

It is to be understood that the above detailed description is intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive. Other embodiments will be apparent to those of skill in the art upon reading and understanding the above description. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined with reference to the appended claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
What is claimed is:

1. A neural stimulation system, comprising:
   a therapy output device adapted to deliver one or more therapies, the
   therapy output device including a non-respiratory stimulation output circuit
   adapted to deliver a neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory
   disorder;
   a therapy delivery controller coupled to the therapy output device, the
   therapy delivery controller adapted to control the delivery of the one or more
   therapies and including a non-respiratory stimulation delivery controller adapted
   to control the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy;
   a respiratory signal input adapted to receive a respiratory signal;
   a respiratory disorder detector coupled to the respiratory signal input, the
   respiratory disorder including an apnea detector adapted to detect apnea using
   the respiratory signal; and
   a therapy adjustment module coupled to the respiratory disorder detector
   and the therapy delivery controller, the therapy adjustment module adapted to
   adjust the delivery of at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the
   detection of apnea.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the respiratory disorder
   detector is adapted to detect a respiratory disorder induced by the delivery of the
   neural stimulation therapy.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the respiratory disorder
   detector is adapted to detect a sleep apnea.

4. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the
   respiratory signal is indicative of a non-breathing period, and the apnea detector
   is adapted to detect apnea by comparing the non-breathing period to a detection
   threshold.
5. The system according to claim 4, wherein the apnea detector is further adapted to determine whether the detected apnea is mitigated in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy by comparing the non-breathing period to a mitigation threshold.

6. The system according to claim 5, wherein the therapy adjustment module comprises a non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module adapted to adjust the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder if the apnea is not mitigated in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy.

7. The system according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the therapy adjustment module comprises a non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module adapted to provide feedback control to the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder using a non-respiratory physiological parameter as an input, the feedback control adapted to maintain the non-respiratory physiological parameter within a target range.

8. The system according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the therapy adjustment module comprises a non-respiratory stimulation adjustment module adapted to adjust the neural stimulation therapy in response to the detection of apnea.

9. The system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the therapy output device further comprises a respiratory therapy output circuit adapted to deliver a respiratory therapy treating apnea, the respiratory therapy delivery controller adapted to control the delivery of the respiratory therapy, and the therapy adjustment module comprises a respiratory therapy adjustment module adapted to start delivering the respiratory therapy in response to the detection of apnea.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the respiratory therapy output circuit is adapted to deliver a further neural stimulation therapy treating apnea,
and the respiratory therapy adjustment module is adapted to start the further neural stimulation therapy in response to the detection of apnea.

11. The system according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising a synchronization module coupled to the non-respiratory stimulation delivery controller and the respiratory signal input, the synchronization module adapted to synchronize the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder to the respiratory cycles.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the synchronization module comprises:

   a respiratory fiducial point detector to detect respiratory fiducial points from the respiratory signal; and
   
a delay timer adapted to time a delay interval starting with each of the detected respiratory fiducial points,

   and wherein the non-respiratory stimulation delivery controller is adapted to cause the pulse output circuit to deliver a burst of neural stimulation pulses when the delay interval expires.

13. The system according to claim 12, wherein the respiratory fiducial point detector comprises a peak detector adapted to detect peaks of the respiratory signal, and the delay timer is adapted to time a delay interval starting with each of the detected peaks of the respiratory signal.

14. A method for neural stimulation, the method comprising:

   delivering one or more therapies including a neural stimulation therapy treating a non-respiratory disorder;
   
sensing a respiratory signal;
   
detecting apnea using the respiratory signal; and

   adjusting the delivery of at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea.
15. The method according to claim 14, wherein detecting apnea comprises detecting apnea induced by the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder.

16. The method according to claim 14, wherein detecting apnea comprises detecting sleep apnea using the respiratory signal and one or more signals indicative of sleeping.

17. The method according to any of claims 14 to 16, further comprising:
   - monitoring a non-respiratory response to the delivery of the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder; and
   - adjusting the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder when the non-respiratory response falls out of a target range.

18. The method according to any of claims 14 to 17, wherein adjusting the delivery of the at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea comprises suspending, or lowering an intensity of, the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder in response to the detection of apnea.

19. The method according to any of claims 14 to 18, wherein delivering the one or more therapies further comprises delivering a respiratory therapy treating apnea, and adjusting the delivery of the at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea comprises starting the delivery of the respiratory therapy treating apnea in response to the detection of apnea.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein delivering the respiratory therapy comprises delivering a further neural stimulation therapy treating apnea, a cardiac pacing therapy, and an external pressure therapy.
21. The method according to claim 19, wherein delivering the respiratory therapy treating apnea comprises delivering a further neural stimulation therapy treating apnea, and adjusting the delivery of the at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea comprises starting the delivery of the further neural stimulation therapy in response to the detection of apnea.

22. The method according to any of claims 14 to 21, wherein the respiratory signal is indicative of a non-breathing period, and detecting apnea comprises detecting apnea by comparing the non-breathing period to a detection threshold.

23. The method according to claim 22, further comprising determining whether the detected apnea is mitigated in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy by comparing the non-breathing period to a mitigation threshold.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein adjusting the delivery of the at least one of the one or more therapies in response to the detection of apnea comprises suspending, or lowering an intensity of, the neural stimulation therapy treating the non-respiratory disorder if the apnea is not mitigated in response to the delivery of the respiratory therapy.

25. The method according to any of claims 14 to 24, further comprising:
   detecting predetermined-type respiratory fiducial points from the respiratory signal;
   starting a delay interval with each of the detected predetermined-type respiratory fiducial points; and
   delivering a burst of neural stimulation pulses when the delay interval expires.
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